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Becoming an Astroengineer: 
Summary 

Families work together to design a lunar rover to help collect 
scientific data on a simulated surface of the moon. Using 
littleBits to engineer rovers, families explore the use of different 
sensors and their functionality, and decide what might be useful 
within the parameters they have been given to work. 

This workshop is for children and adults working together. The 
curriculum is written to be facilitated by astronomers and 
aerospace engineers in the community.
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Informal Audience 

Families with children aged 6–
10 (K—5th grade).

Content Goal 

Aerospace engineers and 
astronomers build rovers that 
carry scientific instruments to 
explore space.

Practice Goal 

Design a lunar rover and 
instruments to collect data on 
a simulated lunar surface.

Affinity Goal 

Astronomy and engineering 
are important to me, my 
family, and my community.

Driving Question 

How do aerospace 
engineers build a lunar 
rover that can carry 
astronomers’ tools? 

Teaching Style 

Narrative, free exploration, 
driving question, content , 
and exploration of the driving 
question.

Becoming an 
Astroengineer 
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Teaching with Project-based 
Learning 

This workshop curriculum was designed with the project-based 
learning teaching strategy for parents and children working 
together.  This means each workshop includes teaching strategies 
that are NOT lecture-based. Instead, you will facilitate families 
to: 

✦  engage in free-form exploration with tools, concepts, and 
ideas related to aerospace engineering

✦  work toward answering a driving question that transforms 
their early free-form exploration into a developmentally 
appropriate version of the work that a scientist does

✦  collaborate in scientific work that creates a product to share 
with others.  

Project-based learning is a learner-centered teaching strategy. 
When you teach with the project-based learning teaching 
strategy, you do not deliver a lecture to the whole group; instead, 
you encourage the working teams to talk together. You provide 
less content at the start to encourage discovery. Because you are 
empowering small teams (families, in our case) to work, think, 
and talk together, you provide content after the learners have 
explored the tools together — rather than providing all content 
at the start of the workshop. By using project-based learning, we 
intend to give families a collaborative style of doing science and 
engineering together that they can continue to use in other 
settings, such as museums, libraries, homes, and parks.
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Talk supports 
learning! 

Look for blue family-focused 
prompts throughout this 
curriculum. Our team has 
developed questions to 
encourage families to talk 
together at their tables.

Think-pair-share strategy: 
The question format is for you 
to ask questions about which 
families can think together and 
then interact (pair) with each 
other before being asked to 
share their ideas with the 
group.

For example, you can begin a 
family prompt by saying, “Take 
a moment to discuss with 
your family….”

When you see these prompts, 
give the families 2–3 minutes 
to talk.  Then, you can ask for a 
volunteer to share their ideas 
with the larger group.

If families are engaged in 
conversation, you are helping 
them make connections to 
science and engineering. This 
family talk time will increase 
learning outcomes and affinity 
toward aerospace engineering!
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Becoming an Astroengineer: Overview 
Project-based Learning Phase 1: Exploration 

✦ Tell a story about how you became interested in aerospace engineering and/or astronomy.

Family Prompt 1: Take a few minutes to discuss with your family what you think astronomy and 
aerospace engineering involve.

Project-based Learning Phase 2: Driving Question, Aerospace Engineering Content and 
Exploration Continued  

✦ Driving Question: How do aerospace engineers build a lunar rover that can carry 
astronomers’ tools? 

✦ Content: Introduce aerospace engineering profession and lunar rovers. 

✦ Make & tinker: Exploration with littleBits—take the temperature.

Family Prompt 2: Take a few minutes to discuss with your family what you noticed and 
discovered about littleBits. How do they work? How could you use these tools to build a rover for 
your challenge?

Project-based Learning Phase 3: Make Lunar Rover to Collect Data 

✦ Introduce design challenge: Make a lunar rover.

Family Prompt 3: As aerospace engineers, we need to start asking questions to find out about 
the lunar environment so we can create a rover that withstands those conditions. Please take a 
few minutes to discuss with your family the questions you have about the lunar environment.

✦ Create step: Create instruments for data collection. 

Family Prompt 4: Please take a few minutes to discuss with your family which littleBits you will 
use to find the information you want to know about the lunar surface and how. What is your plan?

✦ Test and improve steps: Test lunar rovers and discuss potential changes to designs.

Family Prompt 5: Now take a few minutes to discuss with your family how well your rover did 
and how you might improve your rover.

✦ Observe and record data steps: Collect data on the simulated lunar surface.

Project-based Learning Phase 4: Share  

✦  Share: Have families share their observations and recordings of the simulated lunar surface. 

✦ Wrap-up: Re-address the driving question: How do aerospace engineers build a lunar rover 
that can carry astronomers’ tools?
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Becoming an Astroengineer: Curriculum 
Project-based Learning Phase 1: Exploration  

✦ Start the workshop. 

• Begin by introducing yourself and welcoming the families to the workshop.

• Tell a story about how you became interested in aerospace engineering and/or astronomy.

✦ After introductions, ask: 

Family Prompt 1: Take a few minutes to discuss with your family what you think astronomy and 
aerospace engineering involve. 

Facilitation Tip: Provide a few minutes for families to talk. This may feel like a long time, but 
you are facilitating families making connections. 

Project-based Learning Phase 2: Driving Question, Content and Exploration Continued  

✦ Introduce driving question and astronomy and aerospace engineering. 

• Introduce the driving question: How do aerospace engineers build a lunar rover that can 
carry astronomers’ tools? 

Facilitation Tip: Make sure that the driving question poster is clearly visible to all families. You 
may want to refer back to this poster and driving question throughout the workshop. 

• Introduce aerospace engineering and astronomy. 

• Say, “Aerospace engineers are experts in building technologies (such as lunar rovers) to explore new 
planets or moons in outer space. Aerospace engineers work with astronomers to collect data about 
space. Aerospace engineers use design practices to build a lunar rover to explore planets and 
moons.”

✦ Introduce lunar rover and littleBits prototyping tools. 

• Show the lunar rover poster board and ask families what they think it is (see image below).
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• Deliver lunar rover content. 

1. “This is the lunar roving vehicle. It was a battery-powered space buggy used during Apollo 
missions 15 (1971), 16 (1972), and 17 (1972). The lunar rover folded up inside the lunar lander 
during trips to the moon. The lunar rover carried two astronauts and was manually driven. It 
was designed to climb steep slopes, go over rocks, and move easily over the moon’s surface, 
or regolith. It was able to carry more than twice its own weight.”

2. “It’s wheels were special. The moon doesn’t have an atmosphere—there’s no air there! So air-
filled tires like the ones on a bike or car would explode—the air inside would push through 
the tire to escape into outer space (where there’s no air to push back against the walls of the 
tire).”

3. “Aerospace engineers also had to consider the weight of the lunar rover. They experimented 
with different materials to make the lunar rover light because the Apollo spacecraft had a 
fixed amount of mass it could carry to the moon.”

• Distribute the littleBits kits, and demonstrate how they work.

1. “Aerospace engineering use tools to build inventions. Today, we are going to use a prototyping 
tool, or a tool for testing out invention ideas, called littleBits. First, I am going to introduce 
how littleBits work because you’re going to need them for the challenge. So I want you all to 
open the kit and follow what I am making to see how they work.”

2. “Everyone, find the power bit. It’s blue. Blue signifies power in the littleBits kits. Now find a 
battery and a battery cable. Now, connect those three parts together. Now, you all have a 
power source to create something with littleBits."

3. “Next, find a pink temperature sensor. What other bits are pink? Pink means they are input 
bits. What does input mean? Input means that they are providing specific information or 
functions to your circuits. But if you connect the temperature sensor to your power, it will 
not do anything.”

4. “Green bits are output bits. They display information about the input. For instance, if you 
use the temperature sensor and then connect a number bit, you will be able to tell the 
temperature in this room. Can someone tell me what the temperature is here right now? We 
also have light bits, like the long LED and the RGB LED, that are green. By adding these 
bits, you get an output of light.”

5. “You’ll see that there are also orange expansion bits. Wires and forks are orange. They can be 
connected to extend your circuits, change direction, or split your circuit into two or more 
directions.”

6. “We also have purple screwdrivers in our kits. You can use them to change sensitivity in some 
of the bits, like the RGB LED.” 
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Facilitation Tip: Make sure to say that the littleBits will be borrowed for the session. Some 
children feel sad at the end of the session if they do not know ahead of time that they cannot take 
them home. 

✦ Let families explore littleBits.  

• Invite families to take a look at all of the bits included in the littleBits kit, and see what they can 
make by combining different bits. Then say:

Family Prompt 2: Take a few minutes to discuss with your family what you noticed and 
discovered about littleBits. How do they work? How could you use these tools to build a rover for 
your challenge?

• After families talk for a few minutes, engage in a whole-group discussion to share what the families 
noticed. Possible answers may include:

• littleBits snap together because they have magnets on both ends. 

• littleBits connect in only one way.

• The arrow on the top of the littleBits will always point to the right when they are aligned 
correctly.

Project-based Learning Phase 3: Make Lunar Rover to Collect Data 

✦ Reiterate the driving question. 

• How do aerospace engineers build a lunar rover that can carry astronomers’ tools? 

• Say, “Aerospace engineers use information about space and aerospace engineering practices to build 
a lunar rover to explore a new place."

• Explain that the next activity (the complex challenge) will be an opportunity for families to apply 
aerospace engineering tools and practices like an aerospace engineer would.  

✦ Introduce the complex challenge. 

• Distribute the design challenge handouts and describe the challenge. 

• Say, “Today, you are part of a group of scientists selected to explore the moon. The astronauts will 
lunar rovers to drive across the moon’s surface, carry supplies, and explore the area. You are the 
aerospace engineer who will build and test a lunar rover. Your lunar rover must be able to collect 
data on two different aspects of the moon’s environment. NASA will get the astronauts to the 
moon. But how your lunar rover works and carries the astronomy equipment is up to you!”

• After introducing the challenge, say: 
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Family Prompt 3: As aerospace engineers, we need to start asking questions to find out about 
the lunar environment so we can create a rover that withstands those conditions. Please take a 
few minutes to discuss with your family the questions you have about the lunar environment.

• After giving families a few minutes to discuss, ask the families to share the questions they had about the 
lunar environment. To address some of the questions asked, briefly provide some facts about the moon, 
like the following examples:

2. “The rover must withstand a huge range of temperatures. At night it can be nearly -298 degrees 
Fahrenheit below zero (-183 degrees Celsius), but during the day the temperature can be 224 
degrees Fahrenheit (106 degrees Celsius).” 

3. “The moon’s surface gravity is much less than earth’s: Gravity is 9.8m/sec/sec on earth, but only 
1.63 m/sec/sec on the moon.”

4. “The moon’s composition is rocky with trace amounts of water on the surface, possibly from 
underground sources.”

5. “The moon’s surface features consist of 84% bright, heavily-cratered highland and 16% dark, 
basalt-covered plains from volcanic eruptions.”

Facilitation Tip:  These facts are also listed on the complex challenge handout for the families 
to reference. You can also use your own knowledge here to answer questions! 

✦ Introduce the create stage of lunar rover making. 

• Distribute the lunar rover bodies and say, “We made the rover bodies so you can focus on scientific 
data collection.” 

• Then ask:

Family Prompt 4: Please take a few minutes to discuss among your family which littleBits you 
will use to find the information you want to know about the lunar surface and how. What is your 
plan?

• After giving families a few minutes to discuss, ask them to share their plan. 

• Direct families to start creating their lunar rovers if they haven’t already. 

Facilitation Tip: Walk around and ask families what they are measuring and help to 
troubleshoot during this period. Remind families that it is part of the process to feel frustrated if 
they are experiencing any issues. 

✦ Introduce the test and improve stage of lunar rover making.  

• Ask:
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Family Prompt 5: Now take a few minutes to discuss with your family how well your rover did and 
how you might improve your rover.

• Encourage families to use the simulated lunar surface to test and improve their vehicles as they finish 
up assembly. 

✦ Introduce the observe and record data stage of lunar rover making. 

• Distribute clipboards, pencils, and paper.

• At this point, encourage everyone to move over to the simulated lunar surface with their rovers to 
record their observations and explore the new surface.  

• Say, “Bring your lunar rovers to the simulated lunar surface and collect data about it. We have 
distributed clipboards so you can record your observations. We ask that each family pick a section on 
the surface for exploration and observation. That way we can collectively join forces to explore the 
entire surface together. These surfaces have hidden features that your rovers need to detect. Please 
pay attention to see if data changes in certain areas. Why might this happen? What can you tell about 
the lunar surface based on your observations and recordings?”

Project-based Learning Phase 4: Share  

✦ Ask families to share their observations and recordings.  

• Bring families back to their tables and invite them to share their observations and recordings from 
the simulated lunar surface with the group. 

• Say, “Let’s share what kind of information you brought back from the moon. Who would like to go 
first? What does this information tell you about the lunar surface?”

Facilitation Tip: Using the person’s name (taken from their name tag) creates a nice community-
oriented feeling in the group. 

✦ Wrap up the workshop. 

• Re-address the driving question: How do aerospace engineers build a lunar rover than can 
carry astronomers’ tools? 

• Emphasize that all families learned about aerospace engineering and did a great job!

• Say, “Today you were all working as aerospace engineers to build lunar rovers, and also as astronomers 
to collect and interpret data from lunar rovers on the moon. Making observations, recording data, 
and trying to understand what the data mean are the actual practices that astronomers engage in 
every day.” 

• Answer any remaining questions the families might have. 

End of Workshop 
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Appendix 

Becoming an Astroengineer: Materials 
• Driving question poster

• Lunar rover poster

• Masking tape

• Design Challenge handout

• littleBits kit (1 per family): 1 power, 1 battery, 1 battery cable, 1 motor mate, 1 screwdriver, 1 servo, 2 DC 
motors, 1 RGB LED, 1 long LED, 4 wires, 1 fork, 1 threshold, 1 number, 1 slide dimmer, 1 temperature 
sensor, 1 pressure sensor, 1 light sensor

• Prebuilt lunar rover kits (1 per family): 1 cardboard lunar body, 2 wheels, 2 DC motors 

• 1 simulated lunar surface (tie-dyed sheet) with small sheets of navy/black felt, 2 ice packs and 2 hot 
packs

• Clipboards, paper, pencils for observation making and data recording

• Name tags for workshop attendees and facilitator (optional)
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Becoming an Astroengineer:  Materials Setup 
You will use two cold packs and two hot packs to represent changes in temperature, small pieces of dark 
felt to represent dark spots, and your simulated lunar surface. The lunar surface can best be made prior to 
the workshop by tie dying a bed sheet with grey dye. During the workshop, place the ice packs and hot 
packs under the lunar surface, and scatter pieces of felt across the top of the lunar surface.

littleBits kits come with plates that could be used as rover bodies, but they are difficult to use. Another 
option is to make a rover body consisting of  a cardboard box (approx. 7”x5”x1.5”) with small holes cut into 
the middle bottom of both shorter sides of the box so DC motor’s shaft can fit through. The shafts 
should be taped in place, as indicated by the figures below, and the DC motor bits should be connected 
together inside the body. Families will attach the wheels themselves to the DC motor shafts on either side 
of the cardboard box.

Below is an example of what a completed rover may look like. Notice the sensor placement on the front 
and bottom of the rover to allow for data collection. This example features wire bits that extend the reach 
of the light LED and temperature sensor.

When the rover is complete, it can be used for data collection on the simulated lunar surface. The light 
sensor is attached to a long LED so it can show when we roll over a dark spot and the temperature sensor 
is continuously reading values as we traverse the simulated lunar surface.  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Becoming an Astroengineer:   littleBits 
The Color Code 

littleBits are grouped into four different color categories:

• POWER is needed for every electronic circuit. To use littleBits you need a 9V battery, the blue 
power bit, and a littleBits battery cable.

• INPUT bits allow you to control the circuit. Input bits take information IN and affect any bits 
AFTER them. Examples include the sensors, button, and slide dimmer.

• OUTPUT bits take in information from the circuit to do something. Examples include the 
RGB LED, fan, and numbers bit.

• EXPANSION bits extend the circuit’s reach in some way to allow for bits to be placed in more 
desirable locations. Examples include the wire and fork. 

littleBits in Action 

• littleBits are electronic building blocks that use magnets to snap together. 

• Connect the battery to the battery cable, then add the power bit. Once connected, toggle the on/
off switch on your POWER bit to on. You should see a red light appear on the power bit. When 
you add an RGB LED, it lights up!

• Let’s modify this circuit and add in an INPUT bit. Start with the button and press it to see how 
it modifies the behavior of your RGB LED
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• Some bits have special areas that modify what they do. These can be either switches or small 
inputs for your purple screwdriver. Let’s start with the RGB LED.

• Now let’s look at your temperature sensor and numbers bit. Modifying the temperature sensor 
units from F to C changes the output on your numbers bit!

• Don’t forget the EXPANSION bits! Suppose we want to use a temperature sensor, numbers bit, 
and RGB LED with a button? Connecting these bits to the fork bit let’s you make more complex 
creations.

That’s all for now. Try exploring your littleBits to see what else you can make them do. For reference, 
here are all of your bits, plus the prebuilt lunar rover kit, laid out (see pg. 9 for included littleBits).  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Becoming an Astroengineer:      littleBits Kits 
Here you will find examples of the materials that we recommend including in the equipment caddies, as 
well as the setup that we used to package the littleBits materials for Lunar Rovers.
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Clear tackle boxes/craft boxes work as useful 
littleBits containers to hold the various bits for 
each workshop. On the container, we remind 
families  to return the bits at the end of the 

workshop.

These craft containers have separate 
compartments for storing each of the bit types 
and descriptive signage on the inside cover. In 

each kit, we affix labels for the bits to ensure that 
families understand which bit they are exploring.
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Becoming an Astroengineer: Sample Projects 
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A family working on their lunar rover prior to testing on the simulated lunar 
surface. They are using a pressure sensor to control the speed of the rover, and 
a light sensor and temperature sensor for data collection. 

A lunar rover using two lunar rover bodies 
with 4 wheels. Incorporates temperature 
and light sensors for collecting data on 
the simulated lunar surface. Sensors are 
affixed to the front (temperature) and 
bottom (light) of the rover.

A lunar rover being tested on the lunar surface. The family designed a rover 
with littleBits that trail behind it in order to more easily read the values on 
each of their numbers bits from the temperature and light sensors that they 
are using for data collection.
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Aerospace Engineering Design Challenge:
Design a Lunar Rover

You are part of a group of scientists selected to explore the 
moon. The astronauts will need lunar rovers to drive across the 
moon’s surface, carry supplies, and explore the area. You are the 
aerospace engineer who will build and test a lunar rover. Your 
rover must be able to collect data on two different aspects of 
the moon. NASA will get you to the moon’s environment. But 
how your lunar rover works and carries the astronomy 
equipment is up to you!

Temperature at moon:
The temperatures range from roughly -298 °F at night, 

to 224 °F during the day.

Composition of the moon: 
Rocky with trace amounts of water on the surface, possibly from 
underground sources.

Surface features at moon: 
84% bright, heavily-cratered highlands. 

16% dark, basalt-covered plains from volcanic eruptions.
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